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Symbols in lord of the flies

The Lord of the Flies contains many examples of symbolism that Golding incorporated to show a deeper level to the main story, mostly simple, which reveals his thoughts on the nature of humanity and evil. Here are some of the main symbols used in the book, but there is much more for you to discover for yourself.
Among these symbols can be included these small natural events seeming like the coral reef, (underwater war, surrounding Britain by German submarines?) or the Great Fire, which may represent the First World War, (We will never engage in this savagery again). Blood is another symbol that Golding uses extensively,
although what he uses it for is open to interpretation. The different leadership styles shown by Jack and Ralph symbolize democracy and dictatorship, much as described in George Orwell's animal farm where he used pigs to symbolize the communist leaders of the USSR. There are also examples of symbolism in the
title, which is a major factor in the history of the book. The Beast [edit] The imaginary beast that frightens all boys represents the primitive instinct of savagery that exists in all human beings. The boys are afraid of the beast, but only Simon reaches the realization that they fear the beast because it exists in all of them. As
the boys become wilder, their belief in the beast grows stronger. At the end of the novel, the boys let him sacrifice and treat him like a totemic god. The behavior of the boys is what makes the beast exist, so that the more savagely the actions of the boy, the more the beast seems to become real. Boys become the beast
when they kill Simon. Golding describes the behaviour of savages as animals; the savages dropped their spears (man's tool) and screamed, hit, bit, torn. There were no words, and no movements, but tearing teeth and claws. This description is very similar to Sam and Eric's description of the beast on the mountain. The
Beast is a threat, whether imaginary or real, to the society that formed on the island and which is treated as such by all the characters except Simon. This threat is first a unifier of the boys, then divides them, all seeking security in the tribe and its military power. Jack is the manipulator here, he uses the Beast as a way to
win and maintain power, using the Beast in a similar way to the propaganda of totalitarian states. Thus, the beast can be seen as a tool by which Jack maintains his power, a representation of all evils and a way to instill fear and respect in the population. the context of the book, if examined historically, the Beast is the
threat of Soviet Russia used by governments to manipulate their people and increase military spending or even any propaganda used by any government to undermine democracy. Also, Simon realizes that there is no beast and says Maybe it's only us this this how Simon realizes that the darkness of man's heart affects
us all. In a more analytical sense, the beast is a symbolic representation of the evil of human nature within humanity when it is outside the constructions and laws of society. Conch[edit] Piggy and Ralph first find the conch in chapter 1. It represents civilization and democracy. Ralph first blows the conque to call all the
other boys of the island together to form a civilization. All the boys then vote him as leader because he called them together and they all see Jack as an unattractive threat. The boys then use the conque as a right to speak. Ralph smiled and held the conque for silence. Throughout the novel, Piggy sticks to the conque
and encourages Ralph and others to use it at times when Piggy feels that civilization is lost. In chapter 11, Ralph, Piggy and Sam 'n Eric arrive at Castle Rock to claim Piggy's glasses. Ralph tries the conque again to bring back the wild to form a civilization. However, this fails, and instead, Ralph argues with Jack. Piggy
tries once again to use the conque as a right to speak. Finally, at the height of this argument, Roger pulls a rock on the rock that kills Piggy and smashes the conch. The conque exploded into a thousand white fragments and ceased to exist. Therefore, all hope of civilization is lost. Ralph and Piggy discover the conclon
shell on the beach at the beginning of the novel and use it to summon the boys together after the accident separates them. Used in this capacity, the conch shell becomes a powerful symbol of civilization and order in the novel. The shell actually governs the meetings of the boys, because the boy who holds the shell
holds the right to speak. In this respect, the shell is more than a symbol, it is a real ship of political legitimacy and democratic power. As the island civilization erodes and the boys descend into savagery, the conclon shell loses its power and influence among them, which is reflected by its physical condition. As history
progresses the conque begins to lose its color as its influence (and thus civilization in general) begins to diminish, all the way until it becomes colorless before it is finally destroyed. Ralph squeezes the shell desperately when he talks about his role in Simon's murder. In chapter 10, Jack chooses to steal Piggy's glasses
(fire) instead of the conque showing how little he values him. Later, the other boys ignore Ralph and throw stones at him when he tries to blow up the conque in Jack's camp. The rock that Roger rolls on Piggy also crushes the signs, meaning the disappearance of civilized instinct among almost all the boys on the island.
Piggy's Specs[edit] Piggy glasses are a symbol of technology and innovation. They are used to light the fire, and help Piggy, who is very intellectual, interact with the world around him. As the specifications are and eventually stolen, the technological status of the boys on the island becomes less and less advanced. An
example of this is when they stop working on huts and fire and move to Castle Rock. They also symbolize vision, which is why Golding made Piggy short-sighted with glasses because they give him a vision. When the glasses' lenses are smashed, it symbolizes the vision of being saved fades. They are also used as a
tool because they had nothing else to start a fire. The Signal Fire[edit] Fire at the top of the mountain is used by the boys to attract attention which, hopefully, will lead to the rescue of passing ships. It acts as a gauge on how boys are interested in returning to civilization. Ironically, in the end, the signal fire is not what
attracts their rescue, but the ongoing wildfire that began in a bloody hunt for Ralph. Piggy's glasses are the only way to light the fire, a possible metaphor for science offering the only hope to troubled countries in the post-war period. There is also an aspect of fire as a cleanser, which, from its ashes, will come something
more stable; a rebirth. From the first fire, death, accidental, was born, and salvation was born in the form of the arrival of the Royal Navy. Fire also symbolizes the sense of hope to be saved. This hope is what keeps the boys going at the beginning of the book, but when they have an assembly about hunters not keeping
the fire going into chapter 9, it marks the point where the hope of being saved begins to disappear. Hair and Eyes[edit] As boys' hair grows, some allow them to fall into their eyes, usually when they are engaged in wild behavior. Ralph fights going with his hair falling into his eyes; he is continually pushing him out of his
eyes as he struggles to remain civilized. Piggy's hair never seems to grow, yet another feature that separates him from other boys. Golding seems to use the hair in the eyes to signify the boys' descent into a wild behavior. Ralph struggles to remain civilized like Piggy because of the other boy's actions. Ralph also at the
beginning is called the boy with blond hair it then becomes a hair shock that shows the savagery that affects Ralph. Symbolism refers to symbols, or authors of concrete images use to convey specific meanings to their readers. Different symbols are used to designate different things, situations and circumstances that
readers understand based on their contexts, environments and situations. Symbolism in The Lord of the Flies transmits various to various readers based on their respective contexts, texts and situations. Some of the significant symbols used in The Lord of the Flies are discussed below. Symbolism in Lord of the
FliesSymbol #1The ConchPiggy finds the conch, a shell, on the seafront and and Ralph what it is. He also tells her an innovative idea of how and why to use it. It is then used to gather the boys and convene a meeting. In this respect, it becomes a symbol of authority, order and law. It not only earns respect and
obedience, but also proves that the person holding the conque has ultimate authority. When it is with a person, every boy is obliged to pay tribute to him and obey him. That's why Jack attacks conch to end authority and establishes his own rule. The end of the conch is the end of the era of law and order. Symbol
#2Piggy's GlassesPiggy is disabled and wears glasses. He also has asthma. His asthmatic disability earned him rational power. On the other hand, his glasses gave him an advantage to set fire. Therefore, it becomes a symbol of life that is used to prepare a fire to be used as a rescue signal. It becomes so important
among the boys that Jack and his hunters attack Ralph and Piggy and their group to rip out the glasses to make their own fire. Symbol #3The Signal FireThe signal created by the boys fire is actually a symbol of life and safety. It also shows that civilization is alive on the island. When the boys decide to stay alive and
return to civilization, they instantly accept Piggy's suggestion to light the fire, using his glasses. However, as the boys become lazy and unconscious, they do not know how to keep him alive. As a result, the fire eventually dies. Even in the end, it becomes clear that signal fire is important for civilized behavior and helped
in the safe rescue of the boys. Symbol #4The BeastThe beast is actually the head of the dead paratrooper soldier suspended by the branches of the trees. It is infested with maggots and flies. The only boy who knows the reality of this beast is Simon. However, he fails to explain it to other boys. As a result, it has turned
into a symbol of something terrible and terrifying. In fact, this head symbolizes the inner savagery and barbarity of boys in specific and humanity in general. Symbol #5The Lord of the Flies It is the head of a pig that the hunters of Jack's group impale and plant on a stick to offer a sacrifice to the beast. They believe that
the beast that supposedly terrifies them will be happy. It is a physical representation of their fear of this beast. The phrase the lord of flies refers to their name as the lord of those flies that swarmed the head of the dead soldier. It symbolizes something that should be presented as a gift to the beast to hold the swing on the
flies as it is their lord. Symbol #6RalphThere are mostly boys on the island, and they all represent innocence. Ralph, with his sensitive nature, is a specific representative of civilization and order. It is he who finds the conque and calls the others to form an assembly. In this sense, it represents leadership and direction.
Therefore, it is a law, order, authority and civilization on the island. Symbol #7PiggyIn despite physical disability, due to poor eyesight and asthma, Piggy has a very clear perspective on things and is also a visionary in his thoughts. It represents those healthy-minded voices that are not heard much in the crowd, but they
turn out to be true. He shares the idea of lighting the fire using his glasses. It also gives suggestions for an assembly and the formation of rules on the island. In this sense, it is a symbol of rationalism, order and legitimacy. Symbol #8Jack Jack does not show much of his true nature at the beginning of the novel. However,
it turns out very unpredictable, barbaric and wild in the end. His first posture as an aggressive hunter and young boy shows his wild nature. It gathers a pack of boys with painted faces. He announces that they are his hunters and that he would train them to hunt. Over time, they fall into the pit of savagery during the hunt
and become enemies of the group led by Ralph. They kill Piggy and chase Ralph to kill him. Thus, Jack becomes a symbol of evil and savagery. It represents wild culture as opposed to Ralph who represents civilization. Symbol #9PigThe pig is an animal found on this island. The boys, the group of hunters, led by Jack,
find the traces of a pig and begin to hunt other pigs. Over time, it becomes their practice to talk about how to hunt pigs and trap them. Once Jack sticks a pig's head on a stick, calling it the Lord of flies in order to present it as a sacrificial gift to the beast. Thus, the pig symbolizes the temptation for boys to leave humanity



and turn to savagery and barbarism. Symbol #10The Naval Officer is a British officer of the Royal Navy. It appears at the end of the novel that comes to the island after seeing the fire. He confronts Ralph who runs Jack's hunters for his life. When he sees the boys playing the barbaric game, he reprimands them for
showing dirty and rude manners unworthy of British boys. He asks Ralph about their play and their presence on the island where Ralph's eyes are filled with tears. He is barely able to tell the officer about the barbaric episode when other boys appear. They instantly become a pack of dirty civilized boys after seeing the
uniformed officer with a gun in his holster. In other words, the naval officer represents order, authority and culture. His uniform and pistol are symbols of the rule of law and tools to establish it. It.
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